
Materials

Paper (preferably thick)

Scissors

Pencil

Glue (or tape)

String (preferably elastic,
but any string will do)

2D Printer (optional)

Cardboard (optional)

Friendly reminder to use scrap materials 
and to recycle whenever possible!

[KONGREGATE VR GOGGLES BODY] Construction Instructions

1. Print the template on a piece of paper at 100% (or place a piece of paper on your 

screen and very lightly trace the template with a pencil)

2. Cut along the dotted lines and use a pencil to punch out the [2] small slots

on the top left and right tabs 

3. (optional) For a sturdier Kongregate VR Goggles experience, use the paper template

to transfer the design onto cardboard (a straight edge will help in marking the folds)

4. Fold along the solid lines in the direction of the arrows

5. Match the [2] Kongbot tabs to the Kongbot tab shapes and glue the tabs down

6. Match the [2] Orizuru tabs to the Orizuru tab shapes and glue the tabs down

7. To measure how much string you need, tie one end of the string to one hole,

wear the goggles, and tie off the other side once the goggles fit snugly on your head

In the unlikely event that your Kongregate VR Goggles 

are not calibrating to your vision, we have included

a pair of [SIGHT ENHANCERS].

[SIGHT ENHANCERS] Instructions

1. Print the template on a piece of paper at 100%

(or place a piece of paper on your screen and very 

lightly trace the template with a pencil)

2. Cut along the dotted lines

3. Mount the [SIGHT ENHANCERS] on the front of

the goggles, rotate to adjust vision sharpness

4. If the [SIGHT ENHANCERS] are still not calibrating 

properly, we recommend printing them out at increasingly 

larger sizes until your vision is accommodated

To get you started, we have also included

[2] Kongregate VR Goggles [EXPERIENCES].

These are enhancements that will add one more 

layer of enjoyment to your VR gaming.

[EXPERIENCE] Instructions

1. Print the template on a piece of paper

at 100% (or place a piece of paper on your 

screen and very lightly trace the template 

with a pencil)

2. Cut along the dotted lines

3. Slip an [EXPERIENCE] into your goggles 

before wearing (it is advisable to only use 

one [EXPERIENCE] at a time to avoid nausea)

[KONGREGATE VR GOGGLES] Setup Instructions

1. To properly calibrate Kongregate VR auto-tracking, wear your Kongregate VR Goggles

and stand in front of your computer

2. Provided that you have enough room, hold your arms out at your sides and spin in place 

[3] times minimum: the more spins, the more accurately your Kongregate VR Goggles will 

detect your space boundaries

3. With your Kongregate VR Goggles still on, navigate back to the Kongregate VR page

and hit “Activate”; your goggles will automatically calibrate to your computer and vision

4. You’re now ready to play Kongregate games in VR
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[KONGREGATE VR GOGGLES BODY]



[EXPERIENCE] Kongregate Night Mode
For playing games at night.

For the highest of contrasts.

[EXPERIENCE] Color Blind Mode

[SIGHT ENHANCERS]
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